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Two charming "divas," Sofia and Morgan, are your guides to dressing chic at low cost. Their stylish

wardrobe of more than 90 garments and accessories includes skirts, tops, dresses, leggings,

jackets, shoes, scarves, and handbags. Mix and match the outfits for a virtually unlimited number of

looks, from vintage to contemporary.
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I adore Dover's paper dolls. They've got everything from top designers to movie stars and royalty,

but this one has got to be the best for sheer creativity. Can you imagine two dolls and more than 90

accessories and garments? (I only hope that I will have enough room in the trunk of my car to haul

everything back home on this imaginary shopping trip to discount heaven!)Thrift Store Diva Paper

Dolls is fabulous fun for kids, teens and adults. Clear off the kitchen table, girls -- the mixing and

matching will go on for hours!Loooooove it!

Received these hoping they would be a perfect quiet time craft for my 6yr old....the two "dolls" are

wearing bikini's...so I covered up their "bodies" with a little fabric and modge podge....so she could

play with them in front of her brothers. Additionally, PLZ note, these are "cut out" NOT "punch



out"....so unless your little one is an expert at scissor usage....you might find that you've just

purchased something to keep yourself busy for hours.This would be perfect for the single lady,

looking for a mindless activity to do while watching girl movies and then give the finished cut outs to

some younger lady who enjoys fashion.....for a six yr old....not so much...*****(the punch out fairies

on  were a MUCH better fit for my family)

Nice change from the normal paper dolls, mix and match clothing gives my daughter new ideas for

shcool outfits at second hand stores. Thanks

This was a good book to order, interesting ideas for buying at thrift stores. I enjoyed it very much,

lots of ideas.

/These were fun to cut out and try outfits on once but then my age caught up with me (73) and I put

them away in case a young girl comes to visit. For me the fun was in the cutting out and there were

plenty of different outfits to get it out of my system.

So cute! You need to ba patient to cut everything out but it was worth it.I ended up laminating the

pieces with clear tape and attached magnet tape to the back.My 5yr old had a blast playing with the

dolls on a car trip using a dollar store cookie sheet as a magnetic base. :)

Little girls will not want to think of this intriguing and inviting toy as a collector's item. They will be

unable to resist playing with it! The information about their Thrift Shop treasures only makes this all

the more appealing and more tempting to remove from the booklet.

What a clever idea for a paper doll book. I have friends who love thrift store shopping so they

enjoyed flipping through this book as much as I did. I especially enjoyed the accessories. This book

would perk up anyone's paper doll collection.
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